Yunnan Province colleges minority language information processing engineering research center, Yunnan MinZu University, Kunming, China ABSTRACT. Language is an intangible cultural heritage of the human, it is more precious and longer than the tangible heritage history. Language resources preservation, research, development and utilization has become an important part of national resources. Through the research study of existing technologies and related systems, combined with ancient materials and Yi characteristics, this article study Chinese-English-Yi trilingual public opinion information corpus. This paper use a large number of instances (nearly three thousand words) to study Yi phonetic, lexical and grammatical characteristics and its corresponding relationship with Chinese and English, to optimize the public opinion information database and to establish a high quality of Chinese-English-Yi word text library. This paper used the existing recording equipment to build small Yi library as corpus base.
INTRODUCTION
China is a united multi-ethnic country. 56 ethnic groups create rich and colorful cultural heritage in the long-term production and life practice (Chang baby, 2002) , which is the link emotional bond and maintain national unity on the basis of the country. Yi is one of the nation with a long history and ancient culture (Dai Qing Ha forward, 2005), is also China's sixth largest ethnic minority, mainly live in southwest China's Yunnan, Sichuan, Guizhou and Guangxi provinces (areas).
Browser/ServerYi language belongs to the Sino-Tibetan Tibeto-Burman Yi branch, there are six kinds of dialects. With the IPA (Hompson, Henry S, 1991) (Meng Zunxian et al, 1991) in 47 consonants, 12 vowels, 3 tone and a tight sound symbols, can accurately record the Yi language (Minnis, Stephen, 1991) . The total population of China using the Yi language more than 650 million, with a population of more than 400 million in Yunnan Province (Nirenburg, S.ed, 1987), accounting for 65% of the total population. The six major dialect areas of Yi are distributed in Yunnan, Yuxi, Honghe Hani nationality autonomous prefecture and Chuxiong Yi nationality autonomous prefecture and Zhaotong city is the largest gathering area (Wang Jiamei, 2007) (Wang Jiamei, 2008 ) (Wang Jiamei, 2006) .
To rescue this national cultural treasures of Yi as soon as possible, intelligent information processing in Chinese and English Yi trilingual should be strengthened (Yu, Shiwen. 1993 
THE CONSTRUCTION METHOD OF YI, CHINESE, ENGLISH PUBLIC OPINION IN-FORMATION TRILINGUAL CORPUS.
In this paper, the construction of high-quality Yi, Chinese, English trilingual online public opinion information corpus as the overarching goal, adhere language resource library construction and the combination of software development tools, taking into account the corpus and the Yi sound resource database library building.
The selection of Yi, Chinese, English trilingual corpus. This paper mainly use the political, legal, economic, scientific, cultural, educational and other language information as corpus basis from the Yunnan Nationalities University and Yunnan Province minority language information processing universities laboratory. We also use the browser / Server(B/S) three-tier system, WWW browser technology, combined with the JavaScript language, implements an online Chinese -English -Yi public opinion a voice message library that implements the original need for complex technology to achieve powerful, and save development costs.
The development and planning of Yi, Chinese, English public opinion information trilingual corpus. The core task of building of Yi, Chinese and English public opinion information is the organized corpus. In order to better carry out this work to ensure the quality and size of the corpus, a relatively complete, easy to operate corpus build process is the most important. Thus, through the corpus processing and handling, the corpus to analyze organizational issues such as the formation of a public opinion information trilingual corpus build process models, shown in Figure 1 .
From the corpus collection of the Yi, English and Chinese, close to 50,000 corpus finished, a small parts as follows: From the corpus collection of the Yi, English and Chinese, close to 50,000 corpus finished, a small parts as follows: Yi language database design principles. In Chinese -English -Yi in the design of the online public opinion voice database should follow the following principles: The structure of the principles of openness, including open access permission of openness and content and structural principle. In-formation should fully consider the needs of the standardized, structured, will be the component part of online public opinion voice information database, module according to certain standard split, design, and production, eventually become a complete system. Second to consider friendly interface principle, principle of maintainability.
Figure 2. Yi language database design

THE VOICE INFORMATION DATA BASE PROGRAM SYSTEM BUILDING OF CHI-NESE -ENGLISH -YI
System development program. The online voice information database construction of ChineseEnglish -Yi should ensure the efficient performance and strong public sentiment shared repository: Software system construction techniques: Browser / Server structure; The mature technology of browser , combined with Javascript language; Use the HTML scripting language; Picture made into JPG or GIF format files; The information of record processed into MPG format files. In the B/S architecture system, the user through the browser to request distribution in many servers on the network server to the browser's request for processing, the user information needed to return to the browser. While the rest such as data request, the processing, and the results back and dynamic Web page generation, such as access to the database and application execution work was done by the Web Server. B/S structure of the network structure as shown in figure 3: Figure 3 . Network structure
CHINESE -ENGLISH -YI ONLINE VOICE REPOSITORY OF PUBLIC OPINION
In this paper, the client interface design and development process, using Ajax + JSP + Struts structure. In the business logic layer, using Spring + JavaBean structure, process the query, the results of the conversion, dynamic word matching functions. In the data storage layer using a relational database structure Hibernate audio file. Users get relevant results in the query text also can hear the standard pronunciation examples. The following figure 4 for Online Chinese -English -Yi online repository of public opinion a voice interface: Figure 4 . Online Chinese -English -Yi public opinion Voice Interface Repository Database technology. Using free and efficient MySQL relational database software, not only to meet all the needs of the system, and can greatly reduce application costs.
Application server technology. Using a free, efficient, widely used Tomcat application server as the Web server system and JavaBean & Servlet container at the same time meet the need to use the system, reducing the cost of the application.
Instructions for use. After the site is running, use the browser to access the Web site address, on the left click on the search terms the first word, easy to instantly displays search results right, click on the specific terms, the right of the main screen will display entries detailed interpretation, including: entry name, IPA pronunciation examples buttons, Chinese Interpretation, English interpretation, click pronunciation example button, you can hear the human voice demo.
CONCLUSION
This article uses the Browser/Server three-tier architecture system, WWW Browser technology, combined with the JavaScript language, to yi trilingual public opinion information chinese-english corpus research, build implemented an online public opinion -English -yi han language speech database. Yunnan is a multi-ethnic, language, and province, this paper is a case, as the study of minority languages and cross-border ethnic language to the comprehensive and thorough, its development value, the demonstration value, the theory of value is worth attention.
